‘Say less, ask more’
Two days of quality thinking time to help you find your own solutions
to your own school improvement opportunities and challenges

“Say less, ask more” gives you time to reflect and respond to your current main
school improvement challenges, by focussing on what you really want and how to
achieve this.
This two day coaching course:
Looks at how adults learn best
Focusses on the key principles of coaching
Shares coaching tools and techniques you can use back in school
Builds in practical sessions to develop your listening and coaching skills,
including the quality of questions you ask
 Gives you valuable thinking time so you can find your best solution to
opportunities and challenges in your setting
 Considers how self-limiting beliefs can hold back leadership, teaching and
learning
 Develops awareness of different forms of resistance and possible ways to
respond to these.
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“Really enjoyed the course – feel the skills have been developed through a clear structure
which will allow me to retain and use these from the word go. A clear mixture and balance
of theory / activity and modelling.”

“Really useful; I was feeling very frustrated and stuck, but have some interesting avenues
to explore now.”

“Intense. Thinking outside the box challenged my thinking.”

“I enjoyed this much more than I expected after attending a coaching course in the past
which I felt uncomfortable at.”

“Refreshing. It was positive to offload and to have actions to deal with issues.”

“Emotional. I fully enjoyed the 3 different roles undertaken throughout the days and found
the reflection and conversations helped focus and improve me to help others, as well as
myself.”
“I have really enjoyed the two days. You have a lovely manner and are really engaging.”

Want to get in touch?
Email improvingimpact@gmail.com or call 07917711837. We look forward to hearing
from you.

